
FOUR CORNERS POWER POINT
PRESENTATION SCRIPT

INTRO:

We wanted to do something good for Marketers, so you can have a real home, with no fear your
program, income and reputation will vanish overnight while you sleep.

Four Corners Alliance Group is EXACTLY what you’ve been looking for.

It is an intelligent, fast moving business model, built on a solid platform of technical know-how,
business experience, professionalism and integrity.

Four Corners is designed to benefit the small networker whilst at the same time, skyrocketing your
income if you are a serious team builder … here, let me explain …...

The Four Corners compensation plan is a dual 2x16 matrix business model, with a generous 90% of
income from the sale of products and monthly subscriptions being paid back to our members.  This
payout is split equally between the person receiving the commission AND …. this is where the
magic starts to happen ….. THAT PERSON’S SPONSOR.

In the first instance, this inspired compensation plan can generate $9 million in Affiliate
commissions together with $120,000 in monthly residual commissions – creating a team build
which benefits small and large networkers alike as everyone earns commissions from the building
happening above and below them.

HOWEVER … the true magnitude of the income potential become apparent when large team
builders realise that they can see THEIR income increase MULTIPLE TIMES through the hefty
matching commission which they receive EVERY SINGLE TIME one of their personally
sponsored members receives a commission!

Yes, you heard that right!  You may want to rewind and listen to that again! 

And …. all it takes is just an affordable $15 to get started.

This low cost entry, no further out of pocket expenses, high income potential, combined with its
solid foundations and our precious metals discount club, makes Four Corners Alliance Group the
obvious choice for serious Marketers looking for a stable, trustworthy environment in which to
grow their business and secure their future.

On behalf of the person who invited you to this page, we welcome you and look forward to working
with you.



OVERVIEW

So, what is Four Corners Alliance Group all about?

4C is based on a rock solid foundation of

 unique, high quality information products,
 a powerful, topical monthly newsletter,
 fully active, e-commerce ready Retail Store, and
 a professional, members only business management backoffice full of resources to help you

grow your business

You can learn more about each of the above important building blocks of this business by clicking
on the relevant link to your right, however, in this video, we’d like to specifically talk about the
following –

1. The FIVE income streams which result from just one team build
2. The Four Corners Precious Metals Club, and
3. The rock solid infrastructure which allows you to confidently build your business without

the risk of loss of momentum and your credibility.

Let’s start with the FIVE income streams …..

FIVE INCOME STREAMS

The 4C business model has been intelligently designed to give you two compensation plans which
work side by side, generating a total of FIVE income streams from just the one team build.

How’s that for a stroke of pure genius?!

The two compensation plans are as follows -

1. A uni-level direct selling plan which generates commissions every time someone
purchases a product.  This gives the qualifying sponsor instant commissions which can
add up to a VERY significant amount as increasing numbers of people purchase products
of increasing value.   Also,

2.      A simple and powerful network marketing plan which creates a massive monthly residual
income from subscriptions paid by members in your downline for the monthly newsletter.

AND HERE’s THE POWER BEHIND THIS CONCEPT …..

Our members will receive commissions WHETHER OR NOT the member buying the product or
paying the subscription was introduced by them or simply was “spilled / added” into their downline
from the activity of members above or below them, thus HELPING their downline grow!

AND ….



If you actively grow your business, you stand to multiply your income MANY time over through
the matching commissions you receive each time someone you personally introduced to the
business, receives a commission.

This unique combination means that the new or small networker benefits hugely from the
momentum generated by those actively building the business above and below him ….. and, the
active business builder is additionally rewarded many, many time over by the matching
commissions – just as he or she should be!

Therefore, as a member of Four Corners Alliance Group, you can expect your income to grow in
FIVE ways ….

Income Stream 1: Affiliate Commissions from products purchased or sold

Income Stream 2: Sponsor’s Matching Commissions on Affiliate Commissions

Income Stream 3:  Commissions from Newsletter Subscriptions

Income Stream 4: Sponsor’s Matching Commission on Newsletter Subscription Commissions

Income Stream 5: Retail Commission – that is, commissions on products sold from your Retail
Store

These FIVE different types of income are explained in detail elsewhere on this website.  Simply
click on the relevant link in the menu to your right to go there.

How much can you earn?
Well, your earning potential is unlimited and is influenced by the effort you put into building your
business, together with the efforts of those above you and below you building their business.
Remember – this is a real business, and whereas it can create a strong income for anyone, anywhere
in the world, it is also designed to create a massive income for active builders.

So, how much you earn, quite frankly, is entirely up to you! 

Now let’s talk about the Four Corners Precious Metal Club ….

Precious metals club
We are excited to announce that in keeping with our aim of giving our members a cutting edge
advantage, not only do we help you create a healthy income, Four Corners has also pulled out all
the stops to bring our membership the exclusive privilege of buying precious metals at discounted
prices – but only if they want to.

The metals company we are associated with is not some little online coin dealer ….. it is a
MONSTER. One of the largest in the world - their process extends from owning the land, mining
the metals, refining them, all the way to it arriving at your door.  Or if you prefer, there are 6 secure
repositories in Europe and Asia where you can store your precious metals. The products will consist
of suisse pamp, bars, ingots and other popular items in silver, gold, platinum and palladium –
including minor metals and oxides of rare earth elements thrown in for good measure!



In these days of economic turmoil, precious metals are hugely in demand and we are aware that our
membership will explode because of the discount we have been able to negotiate for members who
qualify. However, instead of making precious metals a compulsory purchase as part of the
compensation plan and thus inflating prices just to pay it out in commission, WE ARE
CHANGING THE GAME. As an active member in 4corners you can qualify to buy gold, silver and
other precious metals at very nice discountS, but ONLY if you choose to.

And how do you qualify to be a member of the exclusive Four Corners Precious Metals Club?  You
simply ensure that you are an active subscriber to the monthly newsletter.  This is, after all, where
you will get those all important nuggets of information which will ensure your money works for
you – and not the other way around!

OUTRO:

Our desire was to create a programme where you can work smart and not hard.  Somewhere you
and your team can have a real home, with no fear of the program, your income and reputation
vanishing overnight as it sadly happens all too frequently in this industry.

With our powerful business model creating 5 income streams from just the one team build and our
Precious Metals Club, we know we have cracked it.

But, no business would be complete without a 100% strong and dependable money in and money
out method – so we paid particular attention to this area.

Four Corners Alliance Group has partnered with a company that has the ability to get your
commissions delivered to your hands promptly – wherever in the world you happen to be.

Our safe and secure money in solution means you can grow your team fast without them having to
jump through hoops to pay to join. We also have stringent anti-fraud measures so that you can
operate your business in a positive way without the fear of claw-backs and negative adjustments.

With 4C, you benefit from weekly commission payouts, which can be withdrawn directly on
to your Debit card, wherever in the world you happen to be.  For large amounts, we can wire
the funds directly to you.

From start to finish, 4Corners and our unique approach to money and business is created with YOU
in mind. From empowering you with products that cultivate the right knowledge and mindset,
through to bringing you exclusive membership to the Four Corners Precious Metals Club -
everything is geared to equip YOU to take FULL control and EXPAND your wealth
CONSIDERABLY in the process of doing so.

What you see here is a business built on a platform which is so sturdy and products that are of such
good quality, together with a member benefit that is so in demand worldwide, that it will pretty
much sell itself.

We know you want to build strongly, securely and FAST. With Four Corners Alliance Group -
YOU CAN.

Word is spreading fast - so don’t wait.   Join now by clicking on the button below.


